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Vitality Orion Point Herringbone Plank Effect Sheet Vinyl

Scan the QR code for fast
access to this floor online

The perfect way to bring the feeling of a wood plank, stone tile or herringbone design into your home, our Vitality Orion Sheet Vinyl 
series of flooring is a great budget alternative while providing a striking style and comfort in a playroom or utility room. Our Vitality 
Orion series comes equipped with a felt backing, which helps reduce the effects of subfloor imperfections, removing the need for 
any underlay. It can also be loose laid up to 12m2 in a low traffic area, making it perfect for smaller DIY projects. This water-resistant 
flooring is compatible with underfloor heating systems up to 27°C, allowing you to keep your toes toasty in those winter months.

A timeless look that will last for years to come, our Vitality Orion Point vinyl flooring can turn any room into a classy, inviting space. 
Available in both 3m and 4m widths, this herringbone effect vinyl combines lighter and darker planks to provide an eye-catching 
blend, while the textured finish helps bring an extra layer of authenticity throughout the room. The herringbone style will add 
sophistication to any room, while also providing a water-resistant floor that is easy to maintain.
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Code:

Residential:

VIN-ORI-POI

5 years

Surface: Textured 0.0112mK/WThermal Resistance:

Construction: Sheet Vinyl

16 dBAcoustic insulation:

Suitability: Kitchen/Utility, Hall, Bathroom, 
Bedroom, Dining, Living room

Brand:

Surface:

Vitality

Textured

22 General DomesticTechnical Classification:

Backing: Felt Very GoodResistance to household 
chemicals:

Decor plank/tile size: 9x45.5

Slip rating: R10

Design: Herringbone

Cfl-S1Inflammability:

Tog: 0.11

Technical

Thickness (mm): 2.5

Water Resistant: Suitable for damp rooms

0.2Wear layer:

Over underfloor heating: Yes, Water Systems up to 27 °C


